Minister of Agriculture Lana Popham (centre) with Richmond FarmWatch leaders Michelle Li, Kelly Greene, Laura Gillanders and John Roston in Victoria.

Intro to this Revitalization Survey guide
The ALR Revitalization Committee asks you to take part in the
process. Please do their online survey. It has two values:
• It informs you about the current challenges and promising future
of the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).
• It lets you help make the promise a reality. Your thoughtful
feedback will inform and strengthen the hand of the committee
and the Minister of Agriculture, who is firmly pro-ALR.

In this guide, the intro text on each page is straight from the survey.
The advice will help before you start the survey or while you do it.
When you go to the online survey, you can zip through the welcome
to the first questions. We suggest you do all the multiple-choice
items—but pick your spots to write comments.
Whether you spend five minutes, half an hour or an hour on the
survey, you will learn while being a good citizen.
Thank you for making our community and province better!
Clink here for the ALR Revitalization Survey

ALR and ALC Revitalization Survey (Online 2018)—Content and Analysis
Question

Suggestions for pro-ALR responding
Suggestion: If you identify with farming at all, include agricultural
groups. (Speculators who buy ALR land do that all the time.)
Example:

What is your age group?

Notice there is a considerate “Prefer not to answer” option.

Do you own land in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)?

If not, consider the “Prefer not to answer” option.

Do you lease or rent land in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)?

If not, consider the “Prefer not to answer” option.

In what region of the province do you live?

It’s helpful to answer this question. Metro Vancouver is South Coast.

Would you consider your property to be in a rural, urban, or
urban fringe area?

If the correct answer can possibly be Rural or Urban fringe, it may
be best to choose one of them, as you may have ALR proximity.
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Theme and question, plus suggestions for pro-ALR responding

One comment example: Apply the Foreign Buyer Tax to farmland.
Note re the example: We hear excuses related to trade deals. If there’s a will,
there’s a way. Let’s give the powers-that-be a willpower boost.
Suggestions: The point about the Foreign Buyer Tax is especially important.
We suggest coming back to this after answering questions on the other themes.
Use your comments on this sweeping question to state pro-ALR steps that you
don’t manage to include in other answers.

Suggestions: Come back to this after answering the final question, if at
all. After Theme 10, the survey asks you to choose the three most
important themes. The themes are challenges, so you could copy/paste
your three key themes here as your top three challenges.
In summary: Don’t get bogged down in Themes 1 and 2. At the end, you
can click the “Previous” button to come back here if your time allows.
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A comment example: The 2014 changes to the ALC Act (Bill 24) included many
provisions that would waste the time of the ALC Chair and staff and reduce ALC
independence. The Ministers of Agriculture since then have chosen not to apply those
provisions, but deleting them from the act would make it harder for future Ministers
of Agriculture to hinder the Chair and control the ALC.

Comment example: The ALR is a provincial land-use zone. “Zone 2” was a label to put
much of the ALR zone into a semi-ALR sub-zone. Much of “Zone 2” is prime farmland
that will become increasingly productive and essential with climate change. In any
case, an ALR panel always takes local factors into account, with no need for a sub-zone.
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Comment example 1: Both permitted and non-permitted uses
should be listed, and anything not listed should require an
application to the ALC. Any interpretation of a listed use should
be made by the ALC.
Comment example 2: Work with technical editors who have
thorough ALR knowledge and commitment. The BC Food
Systems Network (BCFSN) is suited for this in whatever roles
they recommend. KISS: Keep It Simple—Succeed!
(Disclosure: This survey responder has a minimal connection
with the BCFSN. It consists of being on their mailing list and
appreciating the remarkable work of BCFSN leaders like
Kathleen Gibson, Linda Geggie and Arzeena Hamir. )
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Comment example 1: To our leaders on the ALR Revitalization Advice
Committee: Help us all to celebrate our diversity and unity as supporters of
the ALR for a range of ALR-permitted reasons. Almost all British Columbians
support the ALR, and we support all the permitted uses.
Comment example 2: Personally, I think it’s great that the ALR is
friendly to ecological conservation too (along with conservation for
agriculture).
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Suggestion: The provincial government should regulate residential land uses
in the ALR, with priority over local zoning. Local governments should have
leeway to be more restrictive, but they should mainly have a monitoring and
enforcement role, in collaboration with the ALC.
Comment example: Act immediately to stop the rapid and unconscionable
loss of ALR land use to residential uses. Don’t wait for the revitalized ALR Act
to be proclaimed. Use every means: ALC Act, ALR Regulation, Guide for Bylaw
Development in Farming Areas, etc. For instance, act on the advice, with draft
wording, that the ministry has received from Richmond conservation groups.
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Comment example 1: The concerns stated above are matters requiring more
enforcement. Effective enforcement is essential, with a focus on the spirit of
the regulations.
Comment example 2: The ALR Regulation includes specific regulations that
require a balance—so that much of the basic agricultural product that’s
processed on the farm was produced on the farm. That is reasonable.
Comment example 3: Farm product storage, packing, preparing, processing
and winery, cidery and brewery operations should be severely limited in size
of farmland occupied, with small operations permitted. Industrial-size
operations must take place on industrial land, not farmland. Similarly,
greenhouses on an industrial scale must take place on industrial land.
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Do you have any additional comments on unauthorized uses in the ALR?
Comment example 1: There should be an anonymous hot line to report infractions like Crime
Stoppers. In many cases, the person reporting the problem knows the perpetrator.
Comment example 2: Clearly there is a need to ensure the ALR regulations are implemented
better. That involves hiring enough regional ALR officers to do inspection, promote awareness,
liaise with local governments and agricultural bodies, establish expectations and do enforcement.
It may require a process of getting the methods right with a proven ALC employee who prototypes
the role and then leads the orientation and performance improvement of additional officers.

Comment example 1: Agri-tourism is desirable. Resource extraction is inevitable, and the enforced expectations need to
result in the ALR land being left in a condition that is better than the original one (or, if need be, at least close to it).
Comment example 2: Agri-tourism should only be permitted if it represents less than 50% of the farm income. We have a
mega-mansion owner in Richmond with a small plot of blueberries who wants permission to use his mega-mansion bedrooms
for supposed agri-tourism to admire the blueberries. Resource extraction should only be permitted with provincial approval.
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Comment example: All are important.
• I chose Theme 5 because it expresses a particular need well while also being an umbrella that covers several other themes.
• I chose Theme 6 because it expresses the actual goal we are aiming for, as opposed to the means to the goal.
• I chose Theme 7 because it is so time-sensitive, with related harm—sometimes irreversible—occurring daily.
Suggestions:
This would be a good time to use the “Previous” button to go back to the beginning
to do the Theme 1 and Theme 2 parts (if need be) and/or do a quick final review.

Notice that the bottom-right button is “Submit,” not “Next.”
Thank you for doing the survey well!
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